LWP1 Wall Pack | Pg. 12

BRIGHTEN WALKWAYS AND ENHANCE YOUR BUILDING’S FACADES

The Non-Cutoff LED Wall Pack (LWP1 Series) is a new take on a classic wall pack. The LWP1 is DLC Premium Listed, so it qualifies for most top-tier utility rebates. Its polycarbonate lens can sustain greater impacts than traditional glass lenses, while offering the same footprint. The LWP1 ranges from 28W (3,398 lumens) up to 120W (14,999 lumens). Dusk-to-dawn photocell is optional. UL Listed.
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PROVIDE GREATER SECURITY USING THIS RUGGED CANOPY

The Slim LED Canopy Light (LCM2 Series) is only 1/3 the height of standard square garage lighters. The LCM2’s low profile gives professionals greater install flexibility, and ensures clearance for large vehicles. The 45W (4,476 lumens) model is ideal for commercial parking garages. 60W (7,845 lumens) and 80W (9,548 lumens) models are great as fuel pump canopy luminaires. The LCM2 is DLC Listed to qualify for most utility rebates. UL Listed.